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2018-07-16 LAG 

Board - Committee - Commission - Council: 
 

      RMLD Citizens Advisory Board             
 

Date:  2020-09-16 Time:  6:30 PM      

 

Building:                       Location:                       

 

Address:                       Agenda:                       

 

Purpose:  General Business 
 

Meeting Called By: Jason Small, Chair  
 

Notices and agendas are to be posted 48 hours in advance of the meetings excluding 

Saturdays, Sundays and Legal Holidays. Please keep in mind the Town Clerk’s hours of 

operation and make necessary arrangements to be sure your posting is made in an 

adequate amount of time. A listing of topics that the chair reasonably anticipates will be 

discussed at the meeting must be on the agenda. 

 
All Meeting Postings must be submitted in typed format; handwritten notices will not be accepted. 

 

Topics of Discussion: 

 

PER GOVERNOR BAKER’S MARCH 10, 2020, ORDER SUSPENDING CERTAIN 

PROVISIONS OF THE OPEN MEETING LAW, G.L. c. 30A, §20 

THIS MEETING WILL BE HELD REMOTELY UTILIZING WEB TECHNOLOGY. 

 

FOR PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PLEASE EMAIL:  krybak@rmld.com PRIOR TO THE 

START OF THE MEETING.  INCLUDE YOUR FULL NAME, ADDRESS, AND PHONE # 

 

1. Call Meeting to Order – J. Small, Chair 

 

 

2. Approval of Minutes – J. Small, Chair  

Suggested Motion:  Move that the Citizens’ Advisory Board approve the minutes of the 

April 16, 2020, meeting as written. 

 

 

3. General Manager’s Update – C. O’Brien, General Manager  

▪ RMLD Response to COVID-19 

▪ Small Cell Attachments 

 

 

4. Financial Update: 2020 YTD thru June – W. Markiewicz, Director of Business,  

        Finance & Technology 

 

 

5. Engineering & Operations Report – H. Jaffari, Director of Engineering & Operations 

 

 

6. Integrated Resources – C. Underhill, Director of Integrated Resources 

• Update on Customer Programs and Activity  

o Electrification 

o Virtual Activities  

o Electric Vehicle Workshop at November Board Meeting 

mailto:krybak@rmld.com
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• Power Supply Activity Report 

• Roadmap 2050 Compliance 

o Status Update 

o Difference with Golden Bill 

o Rate Impact of Compliance 

o Updated Power Supply Portfolio Chart  

• Discussion of RMLD Clean Energy Policy  

 

 

7. Scheduling: CAB Meetings & Coverage for Commissioners Meetings – J. Small, Chair  
 
 

8. Adjournment – J. Small, Chair  
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2016-09-22 LAG 

Board - Committee - Commission - Council: 

RMLD Citizens Advisory Board 

Date:  2020-04-16 Time:  6:30 PM  

Building:  Location:  

Address:  Session:  Open Session 

Purpose:  General Business Version:  Draft 

Attendees: Members - Present: 

Mr. Dennis Kelley, Chair (Wilmington Representative); Mr. Jason Small, Vice 

Chair (North Reading Representative); Mr. George Hooper, Secretary 

(Wilmington Representative); Mr. Joseph Markey (Lynnfield Representative); 

Mr. Vivek Soni (Reading Representative) 

Members - Not Present: 

Others Present: 

Mr. David Hennessy, Board of Commissioners   

Ms. Coleen O'Brien, Mr. Hamid Jaffari, Ms. Wendy Markiewicz, Mr. John 

McDonagh, Ms. Kathleen Rybak, Mr. Charles Underhill 

Minutes Respectfully Submitted By:  Mr. George Hooper, Secretary 

Topics of Discussion: 

PER GOVERNOR BAKER’S MARCH 10, 2020, ORDER SUSPENDING CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE 
OPEN MEETING LAW, G.L. c. 30A, §20 THIS MEETING WAS HELD REMOTELY VIA ZOOM.   

1. Call Meeting to Order and Introductions – D. Kelly, Chair

Chair Kelley called the meeting to order at 6:30 PM and noted the meeting was being audio

recorded.

2. General Manager’s Update – C. O’Brien, General Manager

Materials:  COVID-19 Emergency Plan of Operations & Major Emergency Plan of Operation
(Presentation Slides)

Ms. O’Brien welcomed Mr. Joseph Markey the Lynnfield Representative.  Mr. Markey provided a

brief overview of his background.

COVID-19 Update:  Ms. O’Brien reported that in response to the COVID-19 crisis, the RMLD

immediately organized an emergency response team consisting of eight senior staff (Directors and

Assistant Directors); this group meets daily at 10:00 AM.  Ms. O’Brien noted that the DPU extended

the moratorium for residential shutoffs.  The RMLD has an obligation to serve and to maintain

certain levels of construction and reliability to the electric system.   Staff are working with local and

national peer groups, and continually reviewing federal, state, and local guidelines to determine
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best practices. The RMLD has developed EOP 20-03 Emergency Infectious Disease Plan, a living 

procedure with linked updates from the Governor, Board of Health, and local Incident Command.    

Ms. O’Brien reviewed the presentation slides, noting RMLD is currently in Phase II of the Emergency 

Plan of Operations.  

Ms. O’Brien asked Mr. McDonagh to update the CAB on the response to the recent storm (on April 

13) and to provide an overview of restoration operations.   RMLD had roughly 3,900 customers

interrupted during the storm and responded to over 40 calls.  Most services were restored within

the first 24 hours, with restoration for damage to single electric services continuing thereafter.  All

service has now been restored.

Ms. O’Brien reported that the Wilmington Board of Selectmen voted to approve the extension of 

the 20-Year Agreement, and thanked Mr. Hooper and Mr. Kelley for their assistance with the 

process.  Ms. O’Brien noted that letters went out to each town regarding the extension and 

responses are due back to RMLD by May 31st.    

3. Integrated Resources Report – C. Underhill, Director of Integrated Resources
Materials:  RMLD COVID-19 Virus Impact Assessment (Presentation Slides)

COVID-19 Load Impact Discussion:  Mr. Underhill reported that staff is working to identify what the 

impacts of COVID-19 might be on RMLD’s financial situation and what appropriate responses that 

would engender.  Mr. Underhill noted staff is assessing changes both externally and internally (as 

outlined on Slide 2), looking at load changes, fixed operating expenses and how the capital budget 

may evolve over time.    

Mr. Underhill then reviewed the COVID-19 Load Impacts on RMLD (Slide 3) noting that staff used 

estimates of what other utilities within high COVID-19 risk areas are/have experiencing/ed; RMLD 

does not have enough data to generate RMLD estimates at this time; collections remain steady to 

date.    Mr. Underhill noted that staff has looked at the COVID-19 load impact on the power supply 

budget, and projected (with the lower load and our contractual commitments) through the end of 

2020.  The RMLD is (currently) assuming a straight 8% load reduction for the remainder of 2020 and 

a straight reduction in peak values for transmission savings.   RMLD will not see an impact to 

capacity for another year.    Mr. Underhill reviewed the RMLD Monthly kWh Load Comparison (Slide 

4), which shows historic values from 2018, 2019, and the 2020 budgeted value.   Mr. Underhill noted 

2020 actual year-to-date (through March) is below budget due primarily to the warmer than 

expected winter that significantly reduced the wholesale load.  Mr. Underhill then reviewed the 

Assumptions (Slide 5) used (with the 2020 budget as a baseline) to understand cash reserves and 

how much revenue erosion RMLD could support over time.   Staff has been in touch with Nextera 

(one of our larger energy suppliers) as one of the phase contingencies to discuss the potential of a 

deferment of some power supply expenses.  

Mr. Underhill continued with a review of Slide 6 (Assess Impacts).   Mr. Underhill noted the RMLD 

has suspended some programs related to appropriate social distancing and in-home inspections and 

will be modifying some programs, i.e., the residential audit program, inspections on efficiency 

installations at commercial and industrial sites; distributed generation has slowed dramatically.  Mr. 

Underhill stated that staff will monitor programs so that RMLD can continue to deliver programs and 

services.  

Slide 7 (COVID-19 2020 Power Supply Impacts) reflects an ~$2.1 reduction in power supply expense.  

Mr. Underhill noted the rate goes up rather than down because the kilowatt hours in the load 

dropped faster than the price.  Mr. Underhill pointed out a typo (on “Power Supply Budget Q2-Q4 

2020); the 1.035 is the 3.5% distribution losses that RMLD experienced, so it converts it from a 
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wholesale load to anticipated retail sales.  At retail, the power supply portfolio cost would be at 

$0.8560; with the COVID-19 adjusted budget it is at $0.08876.  For the remainder of the year we had 

anticipated a reduction in the purchase power, and capacity, transmission, fuel components on the 

bill.  Instead (due to COVID-19), we are looking at a slightly higher fuel adjustment, with an impact of 

approximately $674K; there are currently funds in the fuel reserves to cover that through the end of 

the year.  Mr. Underhill then reviewed COVID-19 2020 Operating Budget Impacts (Slide 8).  If the 

assumed 8% reduction holds, the RMLD should be alright financially going forward.  Mr. Underhill 

concluded his presentation stating staff will continue to monitor the COVID-19 impact on rate and 

revenue stability, as outlined on Slide 9 (Develop COVID-19 Response Options).     

Mr. Hooper asked if there was any state assistance anticipated to relieve the COVID-19 impact to 

the RMLD.  Ms. O’Brien responded that there is no indication that there would be any kind of 

reimbursement to the electric company for the electric usage rate; there may be stimulus packages 

to customers to help them pay their bills.  Ms. O’Brien noted that staff is tracking all data on 

expenses (material and labor) related to COVID-19 should any state or federal programs become 

available through MEMA, FEMA, etc.  

Home Information Sessions:  Mr. Underhill reported that successful sessions were held in Lynnfield 

and Wilmington prior to COVID-19 restrictions.  Staff is looking at various options to continue 

hosting the sessions virtually.  

New Rebate Programs:  Mr. Underhill reported that Integrated Resources (IR) has launched the 

heat pump program and will soon be offering incentive rebates for consumer purchase of electric 

yard maintenance equipment (mowers, trimmers, etc.).   IR is also working to modify the audit 

program to a virtual mechanism.   

4. Engineering & Operations Report – H. Jaffari, Director of Engineering & Operations

Materials:   Engineering & Operations Report: IVR/OMS Update (Presentation Slides)

Metering Project/Customer Notification System:  Phase I & II Implementation:  Mr. Jaffari updated 

the CAB on the status of the Integrated Voice Response/Outage Management System (IVR/OMS), 

and the Customer Notification System (CNS), which are being rolled out in two phases.  Phase 1 

includes IVR/OMS rollout, which will be used for unplanned outages; Phase II includes the CNS for 

planned outages.   Mr. Jaffari reviewed the Slides 2-5, which outline each phase and how the 

systems will work.   RMLD will conduct a “Customer Opt-in Campaign” for customers to enroll in the 

notification programs as outlined on the timeline (Slide 6).  Mr. Jaffari then reviewed Slide 7, which 

shows the RMLD system map (SCADA/OMS) for outages and the customer portal map for outages, 

which will be available on personal devices and through the RMLD website.  Mr. Jaffari completed 

his presentation with a review of system communication mapping as outlined on Slide 8. 

5. CAB Input on Town of Reading Payment – D. Kelley, Chair

Materials:   RMLD Payment Scenarios to the Town of Reading

Ms. O’Brien reported that Ms. Markiewicz had reformatted the outline of current recommendations 

for the Town payment (provided with the Agenda packet) so that it is easier to read.  The 

information contained in this document has already been presented to the Board and has been 

posted on the RMLD website.  Ms. Markiewicz then provided a brief overview of the current 

recommendations included on the document, noting the second page shows the rolling average for 

three years based on the five scenarios.   Ms. Markiewicz stated, as we said before, the RMLD is not 

trying to cause a burden to the Town of Reading, but also wants to safeguard the below the line 

funds for capital improvements and to keep rates competitive; it all must be balanced.  Ms. 

Markiewicz noted, the Town has provided alternate scenarios, but RMLD wants to remain true to 
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the original idea of going based off the health of the industry, which is kilowatt hour sales.  Ms. 

Markiewicz noted that five scenarios have been presented with 3.75 mil per kilowatt hour sales or 

4.0 mil per kilowatt hour sales. 

Mr. Soni asked about the impact of COVID-19 on both the above the line and below the line 

payments this year and possibly next year; should RMLD consider whether the $2.4m would be 

appropriate in such a setting?  If RMLD is not doing certain capital investments, would the net plant 

change in the next couple of years, and how would that impact the above the line and below the 

line payments?  Ms. Markiewicz responded that if there is a serious impact from COVID-19, the 

RMLD would move to supplement with the rate stabilization funds; this is a crisis situation, outside 

of the norm.  The RMLD can shift priorities and look at different options.  Mr. Soni summarized:  

because of the rate stabilization and the fuel stabilization fund you are able to accommodate the 

loss of revenue without increasing rates and honor the payments to all the towns at the same level, 

approximately.  Ms. Markiewicz responded that at this particular moment (for 2020) she would say 

yes.  

Ms. O’Brien noted that the recommendations were developed prior to COVID-19 and represent a 

recommendation for a long-term formula.   The COVID-19 impact (a catastrophe/crisis event) would 

need to be addressed separately.  Ms. O’Brien stated that she would like to have a discussion at the 

next Board of Commissioners meeting regarding the COVID-19 impact on the budget, both above 

the line and below, and the payments to the towns.   If the Board of Commissioners were to 

determine that the payments needed to be adjusted due to any catastrophe, that would have to 

come from the Board.     

Chair Kelley asked if there were any other comments or concerns. 

Mr. Small stated that (based on the options presented) he would be inclined to go with a three-year 

average.  If there were minor fluctuations in sales in some years, it averages out and minimizes the 

overall financial impact to RMLD and the Town.  The three-year average may be a good way to ride 

out some intermittent bumps.    Chair Kelley agreed.   Mr. Hooper agreed and stated that he would 

prefer the 3.75 option.   Mr. Small agreed the 3.75 would be better for the health of the RMLD.  

Ms. O’Brien agreed to summarize the discussion for Mr. Hennessey to present to the Board. 

6. Scheduling:  CAB Meetings & Commissioners Meetings Coverage – D. Kelley, Chair

Mr. Soni agreed to cover the April 21st Board of Commissioners meeting.

The May meeting was tentatively scheduled for May 21st (pending confirmation of May Board of

Commissioners meeting).  Mr. Hooper agreed to cover the May Board of Commissioners meeting.

7. Adjournment – D. Kelley, Chair

Mr. Hooper made a motion to adjourn the Citizens’ Advisory Board meeting, seconded by Mr. Small.

Motion carried 5:0:0 (5 in favor, 0 opposed, 0 absent).

The CAB meeting adjourned 8:16 PM.   

As approved   __________________________________ 



Attachment 2:  Agenda Item 4 - Financial Update



READING MUNICIPAL LIGHT DEPARTMENT

FINANCIAL REVIEW
for the period ended

JUNE 30, 2020



Sinking Fund-MKT Valuation - Sick
$1,359,036 3%

Cash-Sick Leave Benefits $792,031 
1%

Cash-Depreciation Fund, $7,108,736 14%

Cash-Operating Fund $22,388,141 44%

Cash-Deferred Fuel 
Reserve $1,589,293 

3%

Cash-Rate Stabilization $8,416,220 
17%

Cash-Deferred ECC 
Reserve $297,884 

1%

Cash-Res Uncollectible Accts
$200,000 0%

Cash-Hazard Waste Fund $750,000 
1%

Cash-Customer Deposits $1,361,015 
3%

Cash-Petty Cash $3,500 
0%

Pension Trust Cash & 
Investments $6,365,431 

13% Cash Balances
As of

June 30, 2020

Total $50,631,288

Sinking Fund-MKT Valuation - Sick
Cash-Sick Leave Benefits
Cash-Depreciation Fund
Cash-Operating Fund
Cash-Deferred Fuel Reserve
Cash-Rate Stabilization
Cash-Deferred ECC Reserve
Cash-Res Uncollectible Accts
Cash-Hazard Waste Fund
Cash-Customer Deposits
Cash-Petty Cash
Pension Trust Cash & Investments
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$49,135,020

$43,434,665
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$24,479,692

$20,903,785

$18,931,835
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$5,702,298
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Attachment 3:  Agenda Item 5 - Engineering & Operations Report



ENGINEERING & OPERATIONS 
REPORT

Hamid Jaffari, Director of Engineering & Operations

RMLD Citizens’ Advisory Board Meeting

September 16, 2020



On August 19th, circuit 4W4 faulted in the underground just 
outside Station 4.  This required the RMLD to replace 1,400 circuit 
feet (4,200 linear feet) of 1000 kcmil AL with 750 CU UG cable.  

4W4 Splices

4W4 Cable
4W4 EMERGENCY REPAIRS



 Westover Drive (Lynnfield) – Underground Facilities Upgrade
One transformer remaining to be replaced, and then crews will replace remaining 1,800’ of primary 
conductor.  Crews were redirected from this project to the 4W4 repair project. Status: ~80% complete

 Kenwood Road (Wilmington) – Area Upgrade
Completed the installation of the primary cable and the new transformers.  Currently working on the 
secondary cable installation and service upgrades. Status: ~ 60% complete

 North Main Street/Lowell Street (Lynnfield) – Area Upgrade/Step-down Conversion
Pulled in the three-phase spacer cable on Lowell Street.  Currently, working on pulling in the single-
phase primary cable on Lowell Street.   Status: ~25% complete.

Construction Projects
Continued Progress . . . 

 Switchgear Replacement - Haven Street (Reading Square), Reading
Outage scheduled for September 20th to replace cable and install new switchgear.  Project will improve 
reliability in the area.



 Marion Street (Wilmington) Line Extension – Phase  II 
RMLD has completed the underground portion of this project and is currently 
working on pulling in the new primary overhead conductors; all the poles have 
been set by Verizon.  Status: ~60% complete



 Analog Electric Vehicle Charging Stations 
RMLD has delivered the transformer and installed approximately 1,500 feet of primary cable for the 
charger installations.  The electrical contractor should complete installation of the units by mid-October.



OTHER PROJECTS

Power Factor Optimization Software Implementation
Implementation delayed due to Covid-19 Travel Restrictions – Completion by December 2020

Solar Capacity Study - Complete
Operating Procedure for Solar Installations in Draft Format

Meter Replacement Project  
Lemmerhirt Consulting hired to conduct study and evaluate meter purchase options 
and integration of Meter Data Management



 Tree Trimming – July:  60 spans     YTD: 273 spans

 Inspection of Feeders –
All Feeder Inspections Have Been Completed for 2020 as of March 19, 2020

 Pole Inspection/Replacement Program 
282 of 518 failed poles have been set 263 of 282 transfers completed

 Infrared Scans – Completed through August - No Hot Spots Found

 Primary Metering Testing – delayed due to COVID-19 travel restrictions

 Manhole Inspection – on-going

 Porcelain Cutout Replacement – on-going

Maintenance Programs



Aged Transformer Replacement Program
(Maintenance Program)

38%

62%

Transformers
System Wide

As of  September 11, 2020 

Transformers 25 Years or Older

Transformers Less than 25 Years Old

Replaced  YTD

single-phase three-phase single-phase three-phase

JANUARY 0 0 2 1
FEBRUARY 0 0 7 2

MARCH 2 0 10 0
APRIL 1 0 1 0
MAY 0 2 4 0
JUNE 1 0 8 1
JULY 3 0 16 0

AUGUST 0 0 10 0

TOTAL: 7 2 58 4

71

Underground

(Pad-mount)

Overhead

(Pole-mount)

GRAND TOTAL:


Cumulative beginning 2013

		TRANSFORMER INSPECTION PROGRAM

		Transformers  Over 20 Years Old

		Inspection Program Begun June 2013

																																																																																																						 

														# REPLACED																		# REPLACED FY16																								# REPLACED FY17																								# REPLACED FY18																								# REPLACED FY19 (JUL-DEC)												# REPLACED CY19 (JAN-DEC)																								# REPLACED CY20 (JAN-DEC)																										% REPLACED (OF THOSE OVER 20 YEARS OLD)

						# IN SYSTEM (Est.)		# OVER 20 YEARS OLD (Est.)		# INSPECTED		% INSPECTED (OF THOSE OVER 20 YEARS OLD)		6/1/13 THRU 10/31/14*		Nov-14		Dec-14		Jan-15		Feb-15		Mar-15		Apr-15		May-15		Jun-15		Jul-15		Aug-15		Sep-15		Oct-15		Nov-15		Dec-15		Jan-16		Feb-16		Mar-16		Apr-16		May-16		Jun-16		Jul-16		Aug-16		Sep-16		Oct-16		Nov-16		Dec-16		Jan-17		Feb-17		Mar-17		Apr-17		May-17		Jun-17		Jul-17		Aug-17		Sep-17		Oct-17		Nov-17		Dec-17		Jan-18		Feb-18		Mar-18		Apr-18		May-18		Jun-18		Jul-18		Aug-18		Sep-18		Oct-18		Nov-18		Dec-18		Jan-19		Feb-19		Mar-19		Apr-19		May-19		Jun-19		Jul-19		Aug-19		Sep-19		Oct-19		Nov-19		Dec-19		Jan-20		Feb-20		Mar-20		Apr-20		May-20		Jun-20		Jul-20		Aug-20		Sep-20		Oct-20		Nov-20		Dec-20		PROGRAM TOTAL								OH		Pad-mount		Total						6/1/13 THRU 10/31/14*		Nov 2014 thru June 2015		FY16		FY17		FY18		FY19
Jul-Dec
2018		CY19		CY20		TOTAL								2019 TAB PROOF		2020 TAB PROOF

		Single Phase																																																																																																																																																																								Total >20 yrs:		1480		386		1866						Single Phase		Single Phase		Single Phase		Single Phase		Single Phase		Single Phase		Single Phase		Single Phase

				OH		2600		1300				0.00%		107		1		1		3		3		5		7		3		3		7		7		1		5		5		0		4		3		3		7		10		4		7		5		3		8		6		2		3		8		2		3		1		4		2		7		4		2		3		1		8		6		2		4		6		4		2		8		9		3		5		6		2		10		1		6		4		1		5		8		4		8		3		2		2		7		10		1		4		8		16		10										435		33.46%				Total replaced		470		175		645				OH		107		26		56		52		49		33		54		58		435		TRUE		TRUE				TRUE		TRUE

				Padmount		722		308		308		100.00%		33		1		1		0				1		3		0		0		1		1		3		1		0		8		2		0		0		0		2		5		5		5		2		4		6		3		0		0		2		0		0		1		0		0		1		2		2		1		1		0		1		1		0		1		3		2		5		4		2		11		0		1		2		5		3		1				3		4		0		0		0		0		0		2		1		0		1		3		0										153		49.68%				% replaced		31.76%		45.34%		34.57%				Padmount		33		6		23		28		10		27		19		7		153		TRUE		TRUE				TRUE		TRUE

		Three Phase																																																																																																																																																																																				Three Phase		Three Phase		Three Phase		Three Phase		Three Phase		Three Phase		Three Phase		Three Phase

				OH		289		180				0.00%		4				1		1				0		0		0		0		1		0		1		3		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		1		1		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		0		0		1		0		0		2		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		1		0		0		0		2		0		0		0		1		2		0				1		1		0		0		0		1		2		0		0		0		1		0		0										35		19.44%														OH		4		2		6		5		5		4		5		4		35				TRUE				TRUE		TRUE

				Padmount		270		78		72		92.31%		5						0				0		1		0		0		1		0		0		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0				0		0		0		1		0		1		1		0		0		1						2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2		0		0		0										22		28.21%														Padmount		5		1		4		2		2		1		5		2		22				TRUE				TRUE		TRUE

		TOTAL				3881		1866		380		20.36%		149		2		3		4		3		6		11		3		3		10		8		5		10		6		9		6		3		3		7		13		9		12		11		6		13		12		5		4		10		5		3		1		5		4		7		5		6		5		2		9		6		4		5		7		6		6		11		14		7		7		20		2		12		4		12		9		3		5		12		11		8		3		2		3		9		12		2		6		10		19		10		0		0		0		0		645		34.57%														Total		149		35		89		87		66		65		83		71		645		TRUE		TRUE				TRUE		TRUE

		* ESTIMATE BASED ON THE # SCRAPPED DURING THIS PERIOD OF TIME.

																																																																																																																																																																										TRUE						TRUE



&D:  &T		




2019

				Underground
(Pad-mount)				Overhead
(Pole-mount)

				(single-
phase)		(three-
phase)		
(single-
phase)		
(three-
phase)

		JANUARY		0		0		2		0

		FEBRUARY		1		1		10		0

		MARCH		2		1		1		0

		APRIL		5		0		6		1

		MAY		3		0		4		2

		JUNE		1		1		1		0

		JULY 		0		0		5		0

		AUGUST		3		0		8		1

		SEPTEMBER		4		2		4		1

		OCTOBER		0		0		8		0

		NOVEMBER		0		0		3		0

		DECEMBER		0		0		2		0														UG		OH

		TOTAL:		19		5		54		5				TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE				24		59





				GRAND TOTAL:				83







2020

				Underground
(Pad-mount)				Overhead
(Pole-mount)

				single-phase		three-phase		single-phase		three-phase

		JANUARY		0		0		2		1

		FEBRUARY		0		0		7		2

		MARCH		2		0		10		0

		APRIL		1		0		1		0

		MAY		0		2		4		0

		JUNE		1		0		8		1

		JULY 		3		0		16		0

		AUGUST		0		0		10		0

		SEPTEMBER

		OCTOBER

		NOVEMBER

		DECEMBER																						UG		OH

		TOTAL:		7		2		58		4				TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE				9		62



				GRAND TOTAL:				71





cummulative 2019-23

				PLANNED						ACTUAL YTD (thru June)

		YEAR		UG
Pad-mount		OH
Pole-mount		TOTAL		UG
Pad-mount		OH
Pole-mount		TOTAL										PROOF		2019		2020

		2019		75		245		320		24		59		83										TOTAL		TRUE		TRUE

		2020		116		204		320		9		62		71										UG		TRUE		TRUE

		2021		116		204		320						0										OH		TRUE		TRUE

		2022		0		320		320						0

		2023		0		316		316						0

		TOTAL		307		1289		1596		33		121		154



				+





% of 25 years

		TRANSFORMERS SYSTEM-WIDE



						Greater than 25-years old				Less than 25-years old

				 TOTAL # OF TRANSFORMERS 
SYSTEMWIDE		# of Transformers 		% of Total		# of Transformers		% of Total						Proof total		Proof %

		As of September 24, 2019		4,071		1,514		37.19%		2,557		62.81%						TRUE		TRUE

		As of December 10, 2019		4,071		1,501		36.87%		2,570		63.13%						TRUE		TRUE

		As of December 31, 2019		4,071		1,513		37.17%		2,558		62.83%						TRUE		TRUE

		As of February 19, 2020		4,074		1,524		37.41%		2,550		62.59%						TRUE		TRUE

		As of March 13, 2020		4,057		1,541		37.98%		2,516		62.02%						TRUE		TRUE

		As of April, 22, 2020		4,055		1,529		37.71%		2,526		62.29%						TRUE		TRUE

		As of May 12, 2020		4,055		1,528		37.68%		2,527		62.32%						TRUE		TRUE

		As of June 4, 2020		4,056		1,527		37.65%		2,529		62.35%						TRUE		TRUE

		As of July 7, 2020		4,062		1,515		37.30%		2,547		62.70%						TRUE		TRUE

		As of August 13, 2020		4,068		1,530		37.61%		2,538		62.39%						TRUE		TRUE

		As of September 11, 2020		4,074		1,534		37.65%		2,540		62.35%						TRUE		TRUE



		Note:  Total # of transformers and # of transformers over 25-years old run from transformer database.











9-23-14

		TRANSFORMER INSPECTION PROGRAM

		Transformers  Over 20 Years Old

		Inspection Program Begun June 2014

		As of September 23, 2014



						# IN SYSTEM		# OVER 20 YEARS OLD		# INSPECTED		% INSPECTED (OF THOSE OVER 20 YEARS OLD)		# REPLACED		% REPLACED (OF THOSE OVER 20 YEARS OLD)

		Single Phase

				OH		2600		1300				0.00%				0

				Padmount		722		308		308		100.00%		25		8.12%

		Three Phase

				OH		289		180				0.00%				0.00%

				Padmount		270		78		70		89.74%		4		5.13%

		TOTAL				3881		1866		378		20.26%		29		1.55%









2020 CAPITAL SPENDING 
By Division

YTD through July

DIVISION YTD BUDGET   
REMAINING

BALANCE  
Engineering and Operations 3,641,781 9,645,381 6,003,600

Facilities 434,833 1,260,000 825,167

Integrated Resources Division 57,317 199,101 141,784

Information Technology 140,331 409,000 268,669

TOTAL 4,274,261$                   11,513,482$               7,239,221$                   


PROJECT EXPENSES



						PROJECT				% 
Complete		JAN		FEB		MAR		APR		MAY		JUN		JUL		AUG		SEP		OCT		NOV		DEC		YTD ACTUAL		YTD
 ACTUAL				BUDGETED		REMAINING BALANCE				% OF BUDGET SPENT YTD						BIDS AWARDED PENDING 
RECEIPTS		TOTAL SPENDING PLUS RECEIPTS PENDING

				20-		102		Padmount Switchgear Upgrade at Industrial Parks								1,396				3,135		98,215		9,861												112,606		112,606		TRUE		527,678		415,072		TRUE		21.34%						346,600.00		459,206.12

				20-		103		Grid Modernization and Optimization				1,399		5,014		5,400		2,548		3,170		45,332		90,151
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    $51,677 WOs plus $38,473 Volt Var Software												153,013		153,013		TRUE		818,311		665,298		TRUE		18.70%						205,376.00
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    		358,388.98
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    Scadamate (x4) $127,616
Intellerupters (x2) $77,760

				20-		105		New Wilmington Substation												925
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    PLM Analog site				77
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    KP law												1,002		1,002		TRUE		754,999		753,997		TRUE		0.13%								1,002.00

				20-		106		Underground Facilities Upgrades (URDs, Manholes, etc)				4,080		4,920		19,700		21,684		34,316		987		31,253												116,940		116,940		TRUE		564,136		447,196		TRUE		20.73%								116,939.96

				20-		107		13.8kV Upgrade (Step-down Areas, etc.)				4,704		164,003		138,343		3,837		172,044		66,721		72,764												622,417		622,417		TRUE		389,673		(232,744)		TRUE		159.73%								622,416.70

				20-		111		Substation Equipment Upgrade								3,023																				3,023		3,023		TRUE		13,048		10,025		TRUE		23.17%								3,022.92

				20-		112		AMI Mesh Network Expansion				2,123		3,848		1,309				199,038		1,420														207,737		207,737		TRUE		2,077,615		1,869,878		TRUE		10.00%								207,736.77

				20-		115		Power/Lab and Tool Equipment								38,318
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    3 phase meter site analyzer $38,318
		887
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    Three phase meter analyzer
		3,600																42,805		42,805		TRUE		80,600		37,795		TRUE		53.11%								42,804.52

				20-		116		Transformers & Capacitors				29,040
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    Howard Industries 2019 order		9,680
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    Howard Industries 2019 Order
		184,305		15,860		9,680

Author: Author:
Howard Industries

		284,379		156,966												689,910		689,910		TRUE		602,450		(87,460)		TRUE		114.52%						164,973.00		854,883.00

				20-		117		Meter Purchases				11,867		16,383
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    UPS for fiber node
								3,136														31,387		31,387		TRUE		172,800		141,413		TRUE		18.16%								31,386.58

				20-		120		Underground Line Extension - Maron Street,W				862		1,971		2,447		3,122		25,002		27,277		22,629												83,311		83,311		TRUE		368,383		285,072		TRUE		22.62%								83,310.56

				20-		124		MA 125 New Pole Line Installation for New Wilmington Substation																												-		-		TRUE		5,095		5,095		TRUE		0.00%								0.00

		C		20-		125		3W15 Getaway Improvements				19,890		78,912		4,869				19,155
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    Vendor charges
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																122,825		122,825		TRUE		191,521		68,696		TRUE		64.13%								122,825.39

				20-		126		Communication Equipment (Fiber Optic)				4,314		2,973																						7,287		7,287		TRUE		48,715		41,428		TRUE		14.96%								7,287.08

		C		20-		135		4W16 Getaway Replacement				1,208				4,179																				5,388		5,388		TRUE		-		(5,388)		TRUE		ERROR:#DIV/0!								5,387.62

				20-		175		Pole Replacement Program										2,360		246																2,606		2,606		TRUE		307,296		304,690		TRUE		0.85%								2,606.09

				20-		458		Secondary and Main Replacement Program				15,226		13,375		30,325								525												59,451		59,451		TRUE		220,996		161,545		TRUE		26.90%								59,450.79

				20-		668		Aged Transformer Replacement Program				15,553		3,406		19,556		3,736		12,440		13,251		40,802
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    Haven Street Excavation for pad $3803.85												108,743		108,743		TRUE		713,080		604,337		TRUE		15.25%								108,742.80

				20-		TBD		Force Account:  DOT - Main and Hopkins, R																												-		-		TRUE		173,785		173,785		TRUE		0.00%								0.00





		NEW SERVICE INSTALLATIONS-RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL DETAIL										8,428		9,033		10,973		13,307		11,484		15,052		17,510		0		0		0		0		0		85785		85,785		TRUE		147,695		61,910		TRUE		58.08%

				20-		141		Connection Up/Down Overhead- Permanent				6,210		6,490		5,937		10,080
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    ADD CHARGES FOR WO 240 UAN
		4,195		10,983		10,332												54227

				20-		143		Connection Up/Down Underground - Permanent				873		2,251		4,557
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    add charges from wo #240 for UAN $940.13

		2,745		2,500		2,093		2,533												17552

				20-		144		DO NOT USE - FOR ALL PERMANENT UG DISCONNECTS USE 143																2,915												2915

				20-		145		Connection Up/Down Overhead - Temporary				1,345		292		283		481		2,325		537		381												5645

				20-		147		Connection Up/Down Underground -Temporary												461				218												679

				20-		149		Abandon Overhead								195				392																587

				20-		240		UAN												1,610		1,439		1,131												4180

												INSERT NEW PROJECTS ABOVE THIS ROW



		ROUTINE CONSTRUCTION										JAN		FEB		MAR		APR		MAY		JUN		JUL		AUG		SEP		OCT		NOV		DEC		YTD ACTUAL		YTD
 ACTUAL				BUDGETED		REMAINING BALANCE				% OF BUDGET SPENT YTD

				Pole Setting/Transfers								22,824		54,563		32,054		23,475		19,183		43,206		19,692		0		0		0		0		0		214998		214,998		TRUE

				20-		171		Joint Ownership Poles				6,849		14,148		15,437		7,658		17,297		38,611		19,349												119347

				20-		172		Sole Ownership Poles						1,227								4,406														5633

				20-		173		Pole Transfers				15,975		39,189		16,617		15,818		1,886		189		344												90018

																																				0



				Overhead/Underground								55,201		22,047		83,303		35,698		33,420		49,031		74,447		0		0		0		0		0		353147		353,147		TRUE

				20-		176		Overhead Maintenance (primary & secondary trxfr)				43,963		20,830		76,511		29,944		29,937		44,633		53,058												298875

				20-		178		Underground Maintenance (primary & secondary trxfr)				11,238		1,217		6,792		5,754		3,483		4,398		21,390												54271

												INSERT NEW PROJECTS ABOVE THIS ROW																								0



		21-		Projects Assigned as Required (701- 925)								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		TRUE

				20-		701																														0

				20-																																0

												INSERT NEW PROJECTS ABOVE THIS ROW																								0

		15-		Maintenance Programs								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		TRUE

																																				0

																																				0

		16/17 		Pole Damage/Knockdowns -  Some Reimburseable (WO # 476-575)								6,320		8,036		10,322		7,058		8,118		17,300		2,798		0		0		0		0		0		59952		59,952		TRUE

				20-		476																														0

				20-		477								2,981		813																				3794

				20-		482										9,144		800																		9944

				20-		485												400																		400

				20-		487												1,927		1,072																2999

				20-		498																1,357		859												2215

				20-		499												3,331		200																3531

				20-		500														4,054		3,043														7097

				20-		502														1,639																1639

				20-		503														1,153				1,539												2692

				20-		504																6,362														6362

				20-		542										365		600																		965

				20-		558						3,905										6,539		400												10843

				20-		560								1,968																						1968

				20-		561						2,415		2,950																						5365

				20-		563								137																						137

				20-		575																														0

		17-		Other Damage - All Towns 																																0

				20-		581																														0

				20-		585																														0

																																				0

		11 - 		Station Group (251-300)								0		0		577		0		0		315		8,468		0		0		0		0		0		9360		9,360		TRUE

				20-		251		Cable Testing																												0

				20-		265		DG Operation																322												322

				20-		268		Maintenance - 35kV Sub-Transmission Lines (4P2 & 4P9)																												0

				20-		270		All Switching 15 kv								577						315		315												1207

				20-		274		SCADA General																												0

				20-		275		Misc Station Maintenance General																												0

				20-		277		DG Maintenance																247												247

		`		20-		290		Maintenance - Field Capacitors																6,292												6292

				20-		292		Maintenance - Reclosers/Sectionalizers																1,293												1293

				20-		298		National Grid Switching																												0

				20-		300																														0

												INSERT NEW PROJECTS ABOVE THIS ROW																								0

																																				0

		18 - 		Hazmat/Oil Spills (601-625)								0		0		0		1,754		3,815		2,063		6,063		0		0		0		0		0		13695		13,695		TRUE

				20-		601																														0

				20-		608		Kings Row, NR										1,754		3,815				1,393												6963

				20-		610		29 Tower Hill Road, NR														2,063														2063

				20-		612		p/39 South Street, R																4,670												4670

				20-		625																														0

												INSERT NEW PROJECTS ABOVE THIS ROW																								0

																																				0

				Porcelain Cutout Replacement Program								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		TRUE

				20-		655		Cutout Survey & Replacement																												0

												INSERT NEW PROJECTS ABOVE THIS ROW																								0



				Lighting (Street Light Connections)								24,702		8,027		17,621		2,343		3,457		2,383		291		0		0		0		0		0		58825		58,825		TRUE

				20-		151		Street Light Connection								3,923						816														4739

				20-		153		Street Light Maintenance								5,664		149		2,786																8599

				20-		161		LED Floods and Strays				23,841		8,027		8,034		2,194		671		1,567		291												44626

				20-		163		Private Light Connection				861																								861

				20-		165		Private Light Maintenance																												0

												INSERT NEW PROJECTS ABOVE THIS ROW																								0



				Storm Trouble								0		0		0		12,944		5,054		0		5,044		0		0		0		0		0		23043		23,043		TRUE

				20-		009		Storm Trouble (otherwise unassigned)										12,944		5,054				5,044												23043

												INSERT NEW PROJECTS ABOVE THIS ROW																								0



		12-		Underground Subdivisions (new construction - billable) 301-375								0		0		373		285		97		4,642		3,286		0		0		0		0		0		8683		8,683		TRUE

		p		20-		302		333-349 Summer St, LF												97		4,642														4739

		p		20-		315		Johnson Woods Phase II										285																		285

		p		20-		332		77 Elm Street (Cobblestone Drive), NR								373								3,286												3659

				20-		375																														0

												INSERT NEW PROJECTS ABOVE THIS ROW																								0

																																				0

				Animal Guard Installation								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		TRUE

				20-		454		Squirrel Guard Installation																												0

												INSERT NEW PROJECTS ABOVE THIS ROW																								0

																																				0

				Miscellaneous Capital Costs								113,473		39,670		99,450		10,806		38,673		79,986		61,786		0		0		0		0		0		443845		443,845		TRUE

				20-		010		Troubleman's Patrol				636		657		199		114		2,655		257		320												4840

				20-		085		Recloser/Sectionalizer Repair														21,202		5,561												26763

				20		098		Office Upgrades charged incorrectly														871
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Comment:
    Fedele and Ryan charged time on 6/26 to WO 098 (office upgrades) must be error; put charge in routine construction.														871

				20-		232		Transformer Records				1,726		1,416		1,393																				4535

				20-		234		Underground Plan Distribtuion																3,413												3413

				20-		240		UAN				395				0		0		0																395

				20-		639		Primary Metering Package														145.72														146

				20-				Reflectors				1,552																								1552

				20-				Miscellaneous charges								1,547
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Comment:
    WO #s 874, 277 and 105
		82
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    Wo #277 DG Maintenance

		152
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Comment:
    WO 277 DG Maintenance
																1781

												INSERT NEW PROJECTS ABOVE THIS ROW																								0

		13-		Service Maintenance Disconnects (376-390)																																0

				20-		384		Benevento, Salem Street				31,876		6,455		493						703														39527

				20-																																0

												INSERT NEW PROJECTS ABOVE THIS ROW																								0

		14-		Billable Jobs (391-450)																																0

		P		20-		391		Comcast W - 19-602 Ballardvale Street, W						420																						420

		P		20-		393		467 Main Street, New Building				11,534				6,269																				17803

		P		20-		395		Tecomet, 115 Eames Street, W - planned outage						3,433		397		600																		4429

		p		20-		399		80 Bourque Road, LC Service pole										1,275																		1275

		p		20-		404		480 Main Street, Verizon Service Upgrade, W				1,581								164		4,295														6040

		P		20-		405		110 Fordham Road Planned Outage, W										40		9,449																9489

		p		20-		408		531 Main Street,  Reading  - Service Upgrade														164														164

		p		20-		409		200 Research Drive, W - Service Upgrade																4,380												4380

		p		20-		410		Project # not assigned				921																								921

		P		20-		411		Lahey Health Urgent Care, 500 Salem Street - off hours work																2,018												2018

		P		20-		412		Teleport Communications AT&T TCS-12						2,437		188				10,394		32,040		37,641												82700

		P		20-		415		220 Main Street, W New Building  (CarWash)				5,985																								5985

		P		20-		417		FirstLIght Survey/make-ready Reading				8,089																								8089

		P		20-		418		FirstLight Survey/make-ready Wilmington				28,935		11,711		35,440		1,576																		77662

		p		20-		434		Austin Prep, New Primary Metering Rig, R								44,727
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Comment:
    $24,475 Zanelli
				6,087		10,549		522												61885

								Re																												0

				20-		450																														0

		15-				Maintenance Programs																														0

				20-		455		Transformer Load Management/Inspections				309								1,393																1702

																																				0

		19-																																		0

				20-		635		Meter Install/Remove Commercial																												0

																																				0

		20-				Continuing Projects (651-700)																														0

				20-		651		Fiber Optics				290																								290

				20-		661		Telco Correspondence/Billing						3,821				145				831		525												5322

				20-		682		AT&T Teleport				11,102		2,417		1,820		400																		15739

				20-																																0

		21-				Assigned as Required (701-925)																														0

				20-		702		Covid 19 Planning and Response												3,483																3483

				20-		712		Postmark Square 136 Haven St, new service														1,286		771												2057

				20-		958		Line				9,890		6,903		8,053		5,438		5,334		7,844		6,693												50154

								GL Adjustment to Routine Construction:				-1,348
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    year end payroll accrual reclass

				-1,075
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    Inventory Adjustment
		1,135		-438		-203		-59												-1988

				TOTAL ROUTINE CONSTRUCTION:								222,519		132,344		243,700		94,365		111,817		198,925		181,876		0		0		0		0		0		1185546		1,185,546		TRUE		1,467,505		281,959				80.79%		TRUE		TRUE

																																0

		TOTAL ENGINEERING & OPERATIONS										341,213		445,860		707,842		161,705		606,053		754,694		624,413		0		0		0		0		0		3641781		3,641,781		TRUE		9,645,381		6,003,600				37.76%		TRUE



		OTHER CAPITAL PROJECTS																																																				BIDS AWARDED PENDING 
RECEIPTS		TOTAL SPENDING PLUS RECEIPTS PENDING

				20-		095		Building Upgrades						65,750
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Comment:
    Deck and Generator
		179,242
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    Generator:  $178,015.15
		85,046
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Comment:
    Deck and Generator
		960
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    PLM Backup Generator
		23,090
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Comment:
    $23,089.55 Kneeland (deck)														354088		354,088		TRUE		215,000		(139,088)		TRUE		164.69%								354,087.74

				20-		098		Office Upgrades														0

Author: Author:
Fedele and Kiley charaged time on 6/26 to 098 - must be error; put these charges under Routine Construction
														0		0		TRUE		95,000		95,000		TRUE		0.00%								0.00

				20-		104		RMLD Lighting (LED) Upgrade Program																												0		0		TRUE		-		-		TRUE		ERROR:#DIV/0!								0.00

				20-		118		Rolling Stock Replacement 																9,151
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Comment:
    Pole Trailer												9151		9,151		TRUE		650,000		640,849		TRUE		1.41%						$678,640
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Comment:
    Digger Derrick $284,956
URD Truck $200k
Light duty vehicles  $184,535
Pole trailer $9,151



		687,790.67

				20-		119		Security Upgrades All Sites								6,451
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Comment:
    Hayden Safe & Lock
																				6451		6,451		TRUE		300,000		293,550		TRUE		2.15%								6,450.50

				20-		140		Parking Lot Upgrade  - 230 Ash Street						9,244		288
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Comment:
    Meridian
						53,850		1,763												65143		65,143		TRUE		-		(65,143)		TRUE		ERROR:#DIV/0!								65,143.35

				20-		099		Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment				308				1,730
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Comment:
    PLM $1543.48
				9,660
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Comment:
    $9520 EV units
$139.84 WO charge back


		30,648		14,972
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Comment:
    $7,971.62 to wo; $7000 DK power for customer parking lot connection												57317		57,317		TRUE		199,101		141,784		TRUE		28.79%								57,317.26

				20-		127		Hardware Upgrades				6,210
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Comment:
    Engineering Laptops
						24,726		24,228		37,644
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Comment:
    Aruba  Hardware														92808		92,808		TRUE		114,000		21,192		TRUE		81.41%								92,808.15

				20-		128		Software and Licensing				8,400
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Comment:
    Hosting Environment Software
				1,121
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Comment:
    Kathleen Rybak
Solarwinds Network Mapper
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    $7,971.62 to wo; $7000 DK power for customer parking lot connection		
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Comment:
    Aruba  Hardware		2,124				35,877
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Comment:
    Virtual Server after attachk		
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Comment:
    Fedele and Ryan charged time on 6/26 to WO 098 (office upgrades) must be error; put charge in routine construction.		
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Comment:
    WO #s 874, 277 and 105
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    Wo #277 DG Maintenance
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Comment:
    PLM Analog site		
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Comment:
    WO 277 DG Maintenance
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Comment:
    $51,677 WOs plus $38,473 Volt Var Software																														
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Comment:
    Digger Derrick $284,956
URD Truck $200k
Light duty vehicles  $184,535
Pole trailer $9,151
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Comment:
    KP law		
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    Howard Industries 2019 order				
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Comment:
    3 phase meter site analyzer $38,318
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    Howard Industries 2019 Order
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    Three phase meter analyzer
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Comment:
    UPS for fiber node
						

Author: Author:
Howard Industries
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    Vendor charges
on WO chargeback report
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    Scadamate (x4) $127,616
Intellerupters (x2) $77,760		
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    Haven Street Excavation for pad $3803.85		
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    ADD CHARGES FOR WO 240 UAN
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    add charges from wo #240 for UAN $940.13
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    Inventory Adjustment
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    Deck and Generator
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    Generator:  $178,015.15
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Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Deck and Generator
		

tc={012BE28C-C372-4121-85E7-BA61BD144D51}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PLM Backup Generator
		

tc={30BCA2B7-B13B-4288-9DF2-80B92E7CFEB8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $23,089.55 Kneeland (deck)		

Author: Author:
Fedele and Kiley charaged time on 6/26 to 098 - must be error; put these charges under Routine Construction
		

tc={0A4CA8E1-092B-471C-969F-9D208544A1BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Hayden Safe & Lock
		

tc={A9E9A94B-6C87-499D-9A3B-6F655D48A67F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Meridian
		

tc={CDFE4FD0-7472-459C-941E-04A8E0AFC071}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Engineering Laptops
				

tc={5A2B2321-1260-4F27-B958-186D04D30236}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PLM $1543.48
		

tc={815A8160-9459-40EC-B0EB-55BCAC0991AA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Hosting Environment Software
												

tc={DD9CF346-B523-4B67-80BE-5E84B3559044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Pole Trailer												47523		47,523		TRUE		295,000		247,477		TRUE		16.11%								47,522.61

		TOTAL OTHER PROJECTS:										14,918		74,994		188,831		111,896		34,848		181,109		25,885		0		0		0		0		0		632,481		632,481		TRUE		1,868,101		1,235,620				33.86%		TRUE



		TOTAL CAPITAL PROJECT EXPENDITURES										$356,131		$520,854		$896,674		$273,601		$640,900		$935,803		$650,299		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$4,274,261		$4,274,261		TRUE		$11,513,482		$7,239,221				37.12%		TRUE

														

		RECLASS/ADJUSTMENTS																																				YTD
 ACTUAL				BUDGETED		REMAINING BALANCE		0		% OF BUDGET SPENT YTD

																																				0		0		TRUE

				20-		105		New Wilmington Substation:  Preliminary Investigation Charges				0		0		0		0		-925		0		-77		0		0		0		0		0		-1002		-1,002		TRUE

																																				0		0		TRUE



		TOTAL TO RECONCILE ACCOUNTING 										$356,131		$520,854		$896,674		$273,601		$639,975		$935,803		$650,222		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$4,273,259		$4,273,259		TRUE		$11,513,482		$7,240,223				37.12%		-$1,002.00		-$1,002.00



		18				REIMBURSEABLE JOBS (DOES NOT INCLUDE POLE HITS)						JAN		FEB		MAR		APR		MAY		JUN		JUL		AUG		SEP		OCT		NOV		DEC		YTD ACTUAL		YTD
 ACTUAL

		p		20-		302		333-349 Summer St, LF		0		0		0		0		0		97		4,642		0		0		0		0		0		0		4,739		4,739		TRUE

		p		20-		315		Johnson Woods Phase II		0		0		0		0		285		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		285		285		TRUE

		p		20-		332		77 Elm Street (Cobblestone Drive), NR		0		0		0		373		0		0		0		3,286		0		0		0		0		0		3,659		3,659		TRUE

		P		20-		391		Comcast W - 19-602 Ballardvale Street, W		0		0		420		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		420		420		TRUE

		P		20-		393		467 Main Street, New Building		0		11,534		0		6,269		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		17,803		17,803		TRUE

		P		20-		395		Tecomet, 115 Eames Street, W - planned outage		0		0		3,433		397		600		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4,429		4,429		TRUE

		p		20-		399		80 Bourque Road, LC Service pole		0		0		0		0		1,275		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,275		1,275		TRUE

		p		20-		404		480 Main Street, Verizon Service Upgrade, W		0		1,581		0		0		0		164		4,295		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,040		6,040		TRUE

		P		20-		405		110 Fordham Road Planned Outage, W		0		0		0		0		40		9,449		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		9,489		9,489		TRUE

		p		20-		408		531 Main Street,  Reading  - Service Upgrade		0		0		0		0		0		0		164		0		0		0		0		0		0		164		164		TRUE

		p		20-		409		200 Research Drive, W - Service Upgrade		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4,380		0		0		0		0		0		4,380		4,380		TRUE

		p		20-		410		Project # not assigned		0		921		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		921		921		TRUE

		P		20-		411		Lahey Health Urgent Care, 500 Salem Street - off hours work		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,018		0		0		0		0		0		2,018		2,018		TRUE

		P		20-		412		Teleport Communications AT&T TCS-12		0		0		2,437		188		0		10,394		32,040		37,641		0		0		0		0		0		82,700		82,700		TRUE

		P		20-		415		220 Main Street, W New Building  (CarWash)		0		5,985		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,985		5,985		TRUE

		P		20-		417		FirstLIght Survey/make-ready Reading		0		8,089		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,089		8,089		TRUE

		P		20-		418		FirstLight Survey/make-ready Wilmington		0		28,935		11,711		35,440		1,576		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		77,662		77,662		TRUE

		p		20-		434		Austin Prep, New Primary Metering Rig, R		0		0		0		44,727		0		6,087		10,549		522		0		0		0		0		0		61,885		61,885		TRUE

								TOTAL:   				$57,045		$18,001		$87,393		$3,777		$26,191		$51,691		$47,849		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$291,946		$291,946		TRUE										TRUE
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ROUTINE CONSTRUCTION YTD

				ROUTINE CONSTRUCTION

				YTD TOTAL







				DESCRIPTION		June		YTD		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec		YTD

				Pole Setting/Transfers		43,206		214,998		22,824		54,563		32,054		23,475		19,183		43,206		19,692		-		-		-		-		-		214,998		TRUE

				Overhead/Underground		49,031		353,147		55,201		22,047		83,303		35,698		33,420		49,031		74,447		-		-		-		-		-		353,147		TRUE

				Projects Assigned as Required		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		TRUE

				Pole Damage (some reimburseable)
      Work was completed to repair or replace three (3) poles.		17,300		59,952		6,320		8,036		10,322		7,058		8,118		17,300		2,798		-		-		-		-		-		59,952		TRUE

				Station Group		315		9,360		-		-		577		-		-		315		8,468		-		-		-		-		-		9,360		TRUE

				Hazmat/Oil Spills Clean-up		2,063		13,695		-		-		-		1,754		3,815		2,063		6,063		-		-		-		-		-		13,695		TRUE

				Porcelain Cutout Replacement Program		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		TRUE

				Lighting (Street Light Connections)		2,383		58,825		24,702		8,027		17,621		2,343		3,457		2,383		291		-		-		-		-		-		58,825		TRUE

				Storm Trouble		-		23,043		-		-		-		12,944		5,054		-		5,044		-		-		-		-		-		23,043		TRUE

				Underground Subdivisions (billable)
    Martin's Landing, NR                           401 Andover Street, W
    Garden of Eden, W                               Murray Hill (Phase 3 & 4), W      		4,642		8,683		-		-		373		285		97		4,642		3,286		-		-		-		-		-		8,683		TRUE		0

				Animal Guard Installation		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		TRUE

				Miscellaneous Capital Costs  
     FirstLight, R/W                                      Charles Street Pump Station, R    
     McDonald Road, W		79,986		443,845		113,473		39,670		99,450		10,806		38,673		79,986		61,786		-		-		-		-		-		443,845		TRUE

				TOTAL:  		$198,925		$1,185,546		$   222,519		$   132,344		$   243,700		$   94,365		$   111,817		$   198,925		181,876		0		0		0		0		0		1,185,546		TRUE



						TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE		TRUE

								TRUE										TRUE





																																						CAPITAL BUDGET SUMMARY

																																						CURRENT MONTH YTD - BUDGETED TO ACTUAL





																																						ERROR:#REF!		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		June		YTD		BUDGET		REMAINING		% SPENT

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																																						Padmount Switchgear Upgrade at Industrial Parks		0		0		1,396		0		3,135		98,215		9,861		0		0		0		0		0		112,606		527,678		415,072		21.34%				TRUE

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																																						Grid Modernization and Optimization		1,399		5,014		5,400		2,548		3,170		45,332		90,151		0		0		0		0		0		153,013		818,311		665,298		18.70%				TRUE

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																																						New Wilmington Substation		0		0		0		0		925		0		77		0		0		0		0		0		1,002		754,999		753,997		0.13%				TRUE

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																																						ERROR:#REF!

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																																						ERROR:#REF!

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!



																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!



																																						NEW SERVICE INSTALLATIONS-RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL DETAIL		8,428		9,033		10,973		13,307		11,484		15,052		17,510		0		0		0		0		0		85,785		147,695		61,910						TRUE



																																						TOTAL ROUTINE CONSTRUCTION:		222,519		132,344		243,700		94,365		111,817		198,925		181,876		0		0		0		0		0		1,185,546		1,467,505		281,959		80.79%				TRUE

																																						0

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																																						Building Upgrades		0		65750.48		179242.09		85045.62		960		23,090		0		0		0		0		0		0		354,088		215,000		-139,088		164.69%				TRUE

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																																						Office Upgrades		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		95,000		95,000		0.00%				TRUE

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																																						Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment		307.9		0		1729.95		0		9,660		30,648		14,972		0		0		0		0		0		57,317		199,101		141,784		28.79%				TRUE

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!



																																						METER PROJECT:

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

																																						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

																																						GRAND TOTAL:		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!
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IT YTD

				2020 IT CAPITAL BUDGET SPENDING						JAN		FEB		MAR		APR		MAY		JUN		JUL		AUG		SEP		OCT		NOV		DEC		YTD
 ACTUAL		BUDGETED		REMAINING BALANCE

				20-		127		Hardware Upgrades		$6,210		$0		$0		$24,726		$24,228		$37,644		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$92,808		$114,000		$21,192		TRUE		TRUE

				20-		128		Software and Licensing		$8,400		$0		$1,121		$2,124		$0		$35,877		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$47,523		$295,000		$247,477		TRUE		TRUE



								IT TOTAL		$14,610		$0		$1,121		$26,850		$24,228		$73,521		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$140,331		$409,000		$268,669		TRUE		TRUE



































Facilities YTD

				2020 FACILITIES CAPITAL PROJECTS 						JAN		FEB		MAR		APR		MAY		JUN		JUL		AUG		SEP		OCT		NOV		JUNE		YTD
 ACTUAL		BUDGETED		REMAINING BALANCE

				20-		095		Building Upgrades		$0		$65,750		$179,242		$85,046		$960		$23,090		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$354,088		$215,000		-$139,088		TRUE		TRUE

				20-		098		Office Upgrades		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$95,000		$95,000		TRUE		TRUE

				20-		104		RMLD Lighting (LED) Upgrade Program		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		TRUE		TRUE

				20-		118		Rolling Stock Replacement 		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$9,151		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$9,151		$650,000		$640,849		TRUE		TRUE

				20-		119		Security Upgrades All Sites		$0		$0		$6,451		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$6,451		$300,000		$293,550		TRUE		TRUE

				20-		140		Parking Lot Upgrade  - 230 Ash Street		$0		$9,244		$288		$0		$0		$53,850		$1,763		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$65,143		$0		-$65,143		TRUE		TRUE



								FACILITIES TOTAL		$0		$74,994		$185,980		$85,046		$960		$76,939		$10,914		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$434,833		$1,260,000		$825,167		TRUE		TRUE



































IRD

				2020 CAPITAL BUDGET SPENDING						JAN		FEB		MAR		APR		MAY		JUN		JUL		AUG		SEP		OCT		NOV		DEC		YTD
 ACTUAL		BUDGETED		REMAINING BALANCE

				19-		099		Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment		$308		$0		$1,730		$0		$9,660		$30,648		$14,972		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$57,317		$199,101		$141,784		TRUE		TRUE

																																								$0		0		TRUE





								IT TOTAL		$308		$0		$1,730		$0		$9,660		$30,648		$14,972		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$57,317		$199,101		$141,784		TRUE		TRUE









BY DIVISION

		DIVISION		YTD		BUDGET   		REMAINING
BALANCE  				Proof Remaining

		Engineering and Operations		3,641,781		9,645,381		6,003,600				TRUE

		Facilities		434,833		1,260,000		825,167				TRUE

		Integrated Resources Division 		57,317		199,101		141,784				TRUE

		Information Technology 		140,331		409,000		268,669				TRUE		TRUE

		TOTAL		$   4,274,261		$   11,513,482		$   7,239,221				TRUE		TRUE



		ADJUSTMENTS (Accounting)		-1,002



		Accounting Total		$4,273,259		11,513,482		$7,239,221

				TRUE







DOUBLE POLES
Per NJUNS
(as of 9/11/2020)

"Next to Go" # of 
Tickets

VZNEDR – Verizon 3
    Transfer 2
   Pull Pole 1
   Dispute
RMLD 98
   Transfer 97
   Pull Pole 1

CMCTNR - Comcast 0
    Transfer

WMGNFD - Wilmington  Fire Dept. 32
    Transfer 32

WLMFIG - Wilmington Fiber 1
    Transfer 1

5
    Transfer 5

LTFMA - Lightower Fiber 0
    Transfer

VZBMA - Verizon Business 0
    Transfer

139GRAND TOTAL

WILMINGTON

NP3PMA - Non-Participating 3rd 
Party Attachee

"Next to Go"
# of 

Tickets
VZNESA – Verizon 0
    Transfer
    Pull Pole
RMLD 25
   Transfer 23
   Pull Pole 2
   Dispute
CMCTNR - Comcast 1
    Transfer 1

RDNGFD - Reading Fire Dept. 13
    Transfer 13

LTFMA - Lightower Fiber 0
    Transfer

4
    Transfer 4

43

READING

GRAND TOTAL

NP3PMA - Non-Participating 3rd 
Party Attachee

"Next to Go"
# of 

Tickets
RMLD 65
   Transfer 65
   Pull Pole

VZNESA - Verizon 0
   Transfer
   Pull Pole

CMCTNR - Comcast 2
    Transfer 2

LFLDFD - Lynnfield Fire Dept. 1
    Transfer 1

68

LYNNFIELD

GRAND TOTAL

"Next to Go" # of 
Tickets

VZNEDR – Verizon 0
    Transfer

RMLD 10
   Transfer
   Pull Pole 10
   Dispute
CMCTNR - Comcast 0
    Transfer

NRDGFD - North 
Reading Fire Dept. 2
    Transfer 2

LTFMA - Lightower Fiber 0
    Transfer

12

NORTH READING

GRAND TOTAL


Sheet1

		NORTH READING

		"Next to Go"				# of Tickets

		VZNEDR – Verizon				0

		    Transfer



		RMLD				18

		   Transfer

		   Pull Pole		18

		   Dispute

		CMCTNR - Comcast				0

		    Transfer



		NRDGFD - North Reading Fire Dept.				2
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RMLD Reliability Indices

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀) =
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷 𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑀𝑀𝐼𝐼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷𝑀𝑀
𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆

Note:  APPA eReliability Tracker using IEEE beta threshold method for outages. 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷 𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑀𝑀𝐼𝐼𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷𝑀𝑀 𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆

C𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀) = 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇𝐷𝐷 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼𝑇𝑇𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼𝑇𝑇𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶



Through August 2020:
Other: (1) corroded connect; (2-3) fire (4) house fire; (5) power cut due to gas leak
Unknown: (1) burnt fuse; (2) two blown cutouts; (3) blown cutout; (4) inside problem; (5) blown cutout; (6) 4W4 operation



New Vehicles Received . . .

 The Underground Utility truck has been received and is now in operation.

 Four hybrid SUVs and one pick-up truck has been received; registration is 
underway.





Attachment 4:   Agenda Item 6 - Integrated Resources



Citizens’ Advisory 
Board Meeting 

September16, 2020

Charles Underhill, 
Director of Integrated 
Resources

Reporting for July 
2020. 



RMLD 4th Grade Art Contest

 Voluntary participation
 Students watch on-line electric educational video
 Students complete artists’ rendition of one or more video 

lessons
 Upload a scan or photo of the completed artwork
 5 winners selected from each school

 Winners announced 11/13/20

 Winners receive $10 Amazon Books gift card



National Drive Electric Week

 September 26th – October 4th, 2020
 Virtual Test Drives

Create a video showing what it is like to drive EV
Showcase different models
RMLD staff in Bolt
Coordinate with local EV owners and dealerships

Coordinate with other MLPs to create video library



Public Power Week

October 4th – October 10th, 2020
 Virtual events

 Storytime 
 Pumpkin decorating
 Kids’ experiment activity
 Photo scavenger hunt
 A day in the life of a lineman video



Air-Source Heat Pump Program
• RMLD is expanding its technical/educational 

services offered under the Program
• Contracted with Abode Energy Management

• Provide training and education to contractors
• Provide technical review of all heat pump proposals 

to ensure proper design and equipment sizing
• Help customers understand the merits of different 

proposals
• Review post-installation documentation

• GOAL: Enhance RMLD’s technical capabilities 
and increase the adoption of high-efficiency air-
source heat pumps. 

Photo courtesy of MassCEC
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Clean Energy Standard Update

Roadmap 2050
Part of H4933
Establishes horizon targets for clean energy

2030 – 50%
2040 – 75%
2050 – 100%
Undefined for intervening periods

Becomes effective upon signature of governor







Clean Energy Standard Next Steps

Upon signature by the governor:
Identify conformance issues with RMLD’s Sustainability 

Policy #30
Develop recommendations for RMLD Compliance 

Plan and action items
Identify alternatives and associated financial impacts
Identify Strategic Plan objectives and IRD Road Map to 

integrate existing program activity



Revision No. 2 RMLD Policy No. 30 Effective Date:  __________ Review Date: 
 
 

UClean Energy Policy 
 
 
 
______________________      UPer Board Vote _______ 
General Manager       Chairman/Date 
 
 
I. PURPOSE 
 
 A. To develop a practical approach to addressing the need for clean (non-carbon) 

energy alternatives that are energy efficient while simultaneously balancing power 
supply costs and coordinating with electrification efforts. 

 
 B. To establish general guidelines that promote practical, cost effective energy 

alternatives. 
 
 C. To comply with the statutory requirements of Roadmap 2050 as they pertain to 

Massachusetts MLPs. 
 
 
II. RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
 A. RMLD Board of Commissioners 
 
  1. Responsible for approving this policy. 
 
  2. Review all recommended clean energy alternatives and ensure that they 

meet the policy guidelines and legislative definitions. 
 

 B. General Manager 
 
      1. Responsible for implementing this policy. 
   
 
III. POLICY ELEMENTS 
 
 A. The RMLD is striving to develop a practical approach to addressing the need for 

energy alternatives while simultaneously balancing power supply costs and 
electrification efforts. Clean energy meets the needs of the present without 
compromising future generations. For purposes of this policy, clean energy shall be 
defined as energy produced by a Non-emitting Electricity Generator, as that term is 
defined in 310 Mass. Reg. 7.75 (hydro, nuclear, ocean, solar, or wind), or a 
“renewable energy generating source”, as that term is defined in G.L. c. 25A, §11F, 
with or without associated Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs). G.L. c. 25A 
§11F(b) states that a “renewable energy generating source is one which generates 
electricity using any of the following: (1) solar photovoltaic or solar thermal electric 
energy; (2) wind energy; (3) ocean thermal, wave or tidal energy; (4) fuel cells 
utilizing renewable fuels; (5) landfill gas; (6) waste-to-energy which is a component 
of conventional municipal solid waste plant technology in commercial use; (7) 
naturally flowing water and hydroelectric; (8) low emission advanced biomass power 
conversion technologies using fuels such as wood, by-products or waste from 
agricultural crops, food or animals, energy crops, biogas, liquid biofuel including but 



not limited to biodiesel, organic refuse-derived fuel, or algae; or (9) geothermal 
energy.”  

  
 B. RMLD will review the power supply portfolio from time to time with the intention of 

meeting specific clean energy target percentages from a combination of Non-
emitting Electricity Generators and renewable energy generating sources. 
Specifically, RMLD will strive to reach 50 percent clean energy goals by 2030, 75 
percent clean energy goals by 2040, and 100 percent clean energy goals by 2050. 
These target percentages and dates were established by the legislature under 
Roadmap 2050 and will be reviewed by the RMLD Board of Commissioners annually 
as needed.  

 
 C. The RMLD will analyze power supply projects with a competitive average power 

supply cost and positive environmental/stewardship impacts. Only projects that 
meet this criterion will initially be brought to the General Manager for further review. 

 
D. Massachusetts law requires the RMLD to participate in a Clean Energy Standard 

(CES) Program, currently designated as Roadmap 2050. In the event the 
compliance standard changes over time, RMLD will review and make appropriate 
adjustments to this Policy and the RMLD’s power supply portfolio.  

 
E. In the interest of providing RMLD ratepayers with a cost-effective clean energy 

portfolio, RMLD shall have the ability to market all or a portion of the RECs from any 
existing contract or potential project until the target date deadline. At such time as a 
Program becomes applicable to RMLD, RMLD will purchase Emissions Free Energy 
Certificates (EFECs) or retire RECs associated with resources in RMLD’s power 
supply portfolio up to the target amount in the most cost-effective manner possible, 
while remaining in compliance with the statutory requirements.   

 
F. The General Manager will report quarterly on the composition and estimated value 

of any Renewable Energy Certificates and Emissions Free Energy Certificates in its 
power supply portfolio, whether optioned, sold, or retired. 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Revision No. 20 RMLD Policy No. 30 Effective Date:  __________11/01/2012Review 
Date: 
 
 

CleanSustainable Energy Policy 
 
 
 
______________________      Per Board Vote 
_______11/01/12 
General Manager       Chairman/Date 
 
 
I. PURPOSE 
 
 A. To develop a practical approach to addressing the need for clean (non-carbon) 

sustainable energy alternatives that are energy efficient while simultaneously 
balancing power supply costs and coordinating with electrification efforts. 

 
 B. To establish general guidelines that promote practical, cost effectiveicient 

sustainable energy alternatives. 
 
 C. To comply with the statutory requirements of Roadmap 2050 as they pertain to 

Massachusetts MLPs. 
 
 
II. RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
 A. RMLD Board of Commissioners 
 
  1. Responsible for approving this policy. 
 
  2. Review all recommended sustainable clean energy alternatives and ensure 

that they meet the policy guidelines and legislative definitions. 
 

 B. General Manager 
 
      1. Responsible for implementing this policy. 
   
 
III. POLICY ELEMENTS 
 
 A. The RMLD is striving to develop a practical approach to addressing the need for 

sustainable energy alternatives while simultaneously balancing power supply costs 
and electrification efforts. Sustainable Clean energy meets the needs of the present 
without compromising future generations. For purposes of this policy, clean energy 
shall be defined as energy produced by a Non-emitting Electricity Generator, as that 
term is defined in 310 Mass. Reg. 7.75 (hydro, nuclear, ocean, solar, or wind), or a 
“renewable energy generating source”, as that term is defined in G.L. c. 25A, §11F, 
with or without associated Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs).RMLD shall use 
G.L. c. 25A to define qualifying sustainable generating sources. G.L. c. 25A §11F(b) 
states that a “renewable energy generating source is one which generates electricity 
using any of the following: (1) solar photovoltaic or solar thermal electric energy; (2) 
wind energy; (3) ocean thermal, wave or tidal energy; (4) fuel cells utilizing 
renewable fuels; (5) landfill gas; (6) waste-to-energy which is a component of 
conventional municipal solid waste plant technology in commercial use; (7) naturally 



flowing water and hydroelectric; (8) low emission advanced biomass power 
conversion technologies using fuels such as wood, by-products or waste from 
agricultural crops, food or animals, energy crops, biogas, liquid biofuel including but 
not limited to biodiesel, organic refuse-derived fuel, or algae; or (9) geothermal 
energy.” A facility that converts one of the foregoing fuel or energy resources to 
energy is referred to as a “Renewable Generation Unit.”   

  
 B. The RMLD will review the power supply portfolio from time to time with the intention 

of meeting specific clean energy sustainability target percentages from a 
combination of Non-emitting Electricity Generators and renewable energy 
generating sources. Specifically, RMLD will strive to reach 5015 percent 
sustainability by 2015, 20 percent sustainability by 2020 and 25 percent clean 
energy goals sustainability by 203025, 75 percent clean energy goals by 2040, and 
100 percent clean energy goals by 2050. These target percentages and dates were 
established by the legislature under Roadmap 2050 and will be reviewed by the 
RMLD Board of Commissioners annually as needed. Add two tiers; non-carbon and 
renewables; true renewables. 

 
 C. The RMLD will analyze sustainable power supply projects with a competitive 

average power supply cost and positive environmental/stewardship  impacts. Only 
projects that meet this criterion will initially be brought to the General Manager for 
further review. 

 
D.        In Massachusetts law requires the RMLD to participate in a Clean Energy 

Standard (CES) Program, currently designated as Roadmap 2050. In the event the 
compliance standard changes over time, RMLD will review and make appropriate 
adjustments to this Policy and the RMLD’s power supply portfolio.the interest of 
providing RMLD ratepayers with sustainable energy that is cost        effective the 
RMLD shall have the ability to market all or a portion of the RECs from any given 
potential project until the target date deadline or an RPS becomes applicable to the 
RMLD. At such time, the RECs will be retired up to the target amount.   

 
E. In the interest of providing RMLD ratepayers with a cost-effective clean energy 

portfolio, RMLD shall have the ability to market all or a portion of the RECs from any 
existing contract or potential project until the target date deadline. At such time as a 
Program becomes applicable to RMLD, RMLD will purchase Emissions Free Energy 
Certificates (EFECs) or retire RECs associated with resources in RMLD’s power 
supply portfolio up to the target amount in the most cost-effective manner possible, 
while remaining in compliance with the statutory requirements.   

If Massachusetts law requires the RMLD to participate in either a clean energy or renewable 
energy portfolio standard program, the RMLD will review and make required 
adjustments to this policy and the RMLD’s power supply portfolio. 

 
F. The General Manager will report monthly quarterly on the composition and 

estimated value of any Renewable Energy Certificates and Emissions Free Energy 
Certificates in its power supply portfolio, whether optioned, sold, or retiredbanked 
and projected Renewable Energy Certificates. 
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